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18th January 2024
Dear Parent/Carer

In line with DFE guidelines, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE), along with Health Education, form
part of the National Curriculum. As part of the academy’s wider Personal Development programme,
your son/daughter will receive lessons on relationships, sexual health and personal safety. Schools are
required to consult with parents when developing and reviewing their policies for Relationships
Education and RSE, which will inform schools’ decisions on when and how certain content is
covered. You will see our update curriculum plan on our website: LIFE/ RE curriculum overview

The purpose of the curriculum is to provide knowledge and understanding of safe and healthy
relationships based on respect. This is to encourage the development of safe and healthy
relationships throughout life. The subject is designed to help children from all backgrounds build
positive and safe relationships, and to thrive in modern Britain.

You do have a right to withdraw your child from sex education delivered as part of RSE in secondary
schools which, unless there are exceptional circumstances, will be granted up to three terms before
your child turns 16. At this point, if the child themselves wishes to receive sex education rather than
be withdrawn, the school should make arrangements for this to happen in one of the three terms
before the child turns 16 - the legal age of sexual consent.

There is no right to withdraw from Relationships Education at secondary level and we believe the
content of these subjects – such as family, friendship, safety (including online safety) – are important
for all children to be taught. However, we are confident you will share our enthusiasm for the
successful implementation of the new PSHE curriculum, which we feel will benefit all of our students.
We are looking forward to sharing further information in due course.

You are welcome to contact me to discuss the programme further via email
h.tomlinson@hindley.outwood.com

Yours faithfully,

H Tomlinson Mr Chamberlain
H .Tomlinso� C .Chamberlai�
Regional Director for RE/PD Assistant Principal
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